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Identity with Windows Server 2016: Microsoft 70-742 MCSA Exam Guide: Deploy, configure, and troubleshoot identity services and Group Policy in Windows Server 2016Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		Equip yourself with the most complete and comprehensive preparation experience for Identity with Windows Server 2016: Microsoft 70-742 exam.

	
		Key Features

		
			Helps you demonstrate real-world mastery of Windows Server 2016 identity features and functionality and prepare for 70-742
	...
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Jasmine JavaScript TestingPackt Publishing, 2013

	From a little renegade scripting language to the de facto standard platform of today, JavaScript has become a universal language available in the widest range of devices; it is truly the 'write once, run everywhere’ language. However, as JavaScript applications become more complicated, testing and applying sustainable software...
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Assessing Language through Computer Technology (Cambridge Language Assessment)Cambridge University Press, 2006

	In 1998 and 1999, three of the largest providers of educational tests introduced computer-based versions of proficiency tests for English as a foreign language. Around the same time, many institutions began to offer Web-based tests for particular language courses and classes. These two phenomena have greatly added to the momentum of work in...
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Thoughtful Machine Learning: A Test-Driven ApproachO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to apply test-driven development (TDD) to machine-learning algorithms—and catch mistakes that could sink your analysis. In this practical guide, author Matthew Kirk takes you through the principles of TDD and machine learning, and shows you how to apply TDD to several machine-learning algorithms, including Naive...
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Beginning Bazel: Building and Testing for Java, Go, and MoreApress, 2019

	
		Discover Bazel, a new build and software test set of tools for today's programmers and developers.  This book shows you how to speed up your builds and tests, and how to use Bazel in the context of your favorite programming language. You'll see that the languages and SDKs supported include Java, Android, iOS, and...
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New Perspectives on Computer Concepts 2012: IntroductoryCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	Synchronicity. It’s all about students and instructors tuning in to each other.

	And technology makes it possible. In a world of networks, e-mail, webinars, and

	social networking sites, technology can certainly strengthen the link between

	instructors and students.





	New Perspectives on Computer Concepts 2012 is...
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High Performance Drupal: Fast and Scalable DesignsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		How can you help your Drupal website continue to perform at the highest level as it grows to meet demand? This comprehensive guide provides best practices, examples, and in-depth explanations for solving several performance and scalability issues. You’ll learn how to apply coding and infrastructure techniques to Drupal...
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Angular Test-Driven Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Enhance your testing skills to build powerful and fault-free applications in Angular v4


	About This Book

	
		Learn test-driven development (TDD) for JavaScript
	
		Improve your Karma and Protractor expertise by setting up an Angular test suite
	
		A wide range of testing techniques for...
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Learn Python Programming: The no-nonsense, beginner's guide to programming, data science, and web development with Python 3.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Python (3.7) and how to apply it to data science, programming, and web development. Fully updated to include hands-on tutorials and projects.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the fundamentals of Python programming with interactive projects
	
			Apply Python to data...
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Ocp: Oracle8I Dba SQL and Pl/SQL Study Guide : Exam 1Z0-001Sybex, 2000
There is high demand and competition for professionals in the Information Technology (IT) industry, and the Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) certification is the hottest credential in the database world. You have made the right decision to pursue certification: Being an OCP will give you a distinct advantage in this highly competitive market....
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Weiner's Pain Management: A Practical Guide for Clinicians (Boswell, Weiner's Pain Management)CRC Press, 2005

	This seventh edition of a bestseller has been totally revised and updated, making this the most comprehensive rewrite in the book's long and distinguished history. It includes new chapters, new sections and section editors, and new contributors. Offering an interdisciplinary approach to pain management, the book delivers a scholarly...
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Test-Driven Development with Python: Obey the Testing Goat: Using Django, Selenium, and JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2017

	
		By taking you through the development of a real web application from beginning to end, the second edition of this hands-on guide demonstrates the practical advantages of test-driven development (TDD) with Python. You’ll learn how to write and run tests before building each part of your app, and then develop the minimum...
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